Embodied avatars as virtual agents have many applications and provide benefits over disembodied agents, allowing nonverbal social and interactional cues to be leveraged, in a similar manner to how humans interact with each other. We present an open embodied avatar built upon the Unreal Engine that can be controlled via a simple python programming interface. The avatar has lip syncing (phoneme control), head gesture and facial expression (using either facial action units or cardinal emotion categories) capabilities. We release code and models to illustrate how the avatar can be controlled like a puppet or used to create a simple conversational agent using public application programming interfaces (APIs). GITHUB link: https://github.com/danmcduff/AvatarSim Figure 1: We present an open embodied avatar with lip syncing and expression capabilities that can be controlled via simple python interface. We provide examples of how to combine this with publicly available speech and dialogue APIs to construct a conversational embodied agent.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual agents have many applications, from assistance to companionship. With advancements in machine intelligence, computer graphics and human-computer interaction, agents are becoming more and more capable of real-time interaction with the user, synthesizing speech and expressions, style matching in conversations, tracking and completing tasks as assistants. How we represent an intelligent system via a user interface has implications for how the user perceives the system and associates or attributes intelligence with it. One line of research emphasizes that embodied agents offer several advantages over non-embodied dialogue systems. An agent that has a physical presence means that the user can look at it. Cassell [3] argues that embodiment can help locate intelligence for users and reconcile both interactional and propositional intelligence. Embodied agents have greater expressive capabilities and naturally embodied agents have been used to explore the role of social signals [4] and emotions [21] in human-computer interaction. Improvements in speech recognition [28] , dialogue generation [12, 24] , emotional speech synthesis [17, 26] and computer graphics have made it possible to design more expressive and realistic conversational agents. However, there are still many uncertainties in how best to design embodied agents. Building a state-of-the-art system for performing research to address these questions is non-trivial.
Open code, data, and models democratize research, helping advance the state-of-the-art by enabling a researcher to build upon existing work. LUCIA [14] is an MPEG-4 facial animation system that can copy a real human being by reproducing the movements of passive markers positioned on his face. Several architectures have been proposed for designing and building embodied conversational agents (ECA). AVATAR [23] is an architecture to develop ECAs based on open source tools and libraries. FACSvatar [27] processes and animates action units in real-time. The framework is designed to be modular making it easy to integrate into other systems and has low latency allowing real-time animations. FACSHuman [9] is a similar tool that allows animation of a 3-dimensional avatar using the facial action coding system (FACS) [5] . The system, however, does not allow for easily constructing real-time multimodal ECAs.
These systems have been very valuable. However, there are some limitations. First, driving the non-verbal behavior of the agent is often not simple. For example, LUCIA [14] requires the user to wear reflective markers. In [18] , people rated the realistic characters or very cartoon-like characters as more appealing or pleasant, but not characters which lie in the middle of 'abstract to realistic' scale. GRETA is an autonomous and expressive agent that is somewhat realistic in appearance and has numerous capabilities for social and emotional expression in addition to dialogue [22] . We present a freely available high-fidelity embodied avatar that has lip syncing, head gesture and facial expression capabilities. It can be controlled via a simple python interface, using either bone positions, action units or basic expressions. The goal is to make it easier for people to develop ECAs.
The contributions of this paper are: (1) to present a highfidelity open embodied avatar that is capable of lip syncing and facial expression control via a simple python interface, using either bone positions, FACS or basic expressions, (2) to provide an example of an end-to-end conversational agent interface via publicly available APIs, and (3) to show how expression transfer can be used to control the avatar.
THE AVATAR
We created the avatar within the AirSim [25] environment using Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) [8] . The avatar, a head, and torso is placed in a room with multiple light sources (windows, overhead lights, and spotlights). Pictures of the avatar are shown in Figure 1 . The avatar's appearance can be manipulated in several ways. The position and orientation of 38 "bone" positions, which are facial locations (or landmarks) can be controlled, each with six degrees of freedom. We also created 24 FACS action unit presets [5] and 19 phonetic mouth shape presets (visemes) for the avatar. Each of these variables can be controlled in real-time using a simple Python interface. Once the avatar executable is running and a client connection formed between the python instance the positions of bones, the action unit and phoneme presets or the location of the camera can be updated as frequently as needed. The avatar controls are described as follows:
Bone Position Controls. The position (x b ,y b ,z b ) and orientation (σ b 1,σ b 2,σ b 3) of each of the 38 bone positions can be set. Figure 2 shows the location of the bone positions and Table 1 lists their names. The green points indicate joints that control rigid head and jaw motions. The yellow points indicate landmarks that control specific facial regions (e.g., eyebrows). The bones positions can be referred to via these names (e.g., LUpperEyelid for the left upper eyelid) or by their integer as specified in our documentation.
Facial Action Controls. FACS is the mostly widely used and objective taxonomy for describing facial behavior. Therefore, in addition to control of bone positions the avatar has controls for 24 facial action unit presets (see Table 1 ).
Expression Controls. A set of basic emotional expressions can be created via combinations of action units (e.g., using EMFACS [7] ) or using expression retargeting (Section 3). The avatar is also capable of blinking the eyes by controlling the upper and lower eyelid bone position controls.
Lip Syncing Controls. For conversational applications lip syncing is enabled via phoneme control. In our example scripts, we show how a phoneme classifier [13] can be first Head Gesture and Appearance Controls. The head rotations can be varied continuously by controlling the yaw, pitch and roll between -1.0f to 1.0f. The skin tone and age of the avatar can be controlled via independent parameters. The skin tone varied from light (0) to dark (1), and the skin age texture can be varied from youthful (0) to old (1).
Camera Controls. The camera position within the virtual environment that governs the perspective from which the agent will be captured can be controlled with six degrees of freedom (position (x c ,y c ,z c ) and orientation (σ c 1,σ c 2,σ c 3)).
APPLICATIONS

Conversational Agent
To illustrate how the avatar can be used as a conversational agent, we provide an end-to-end pipeline for conversational dialogue, similar to [11] . The pipeline uses public APIs for natural language generation and speech synthesis from Microsoft. We created a demonstration script that calls a natural language API to generate utterances and then uses a text-tospeech service to return a synthesized voice. We convert this voice into a sequence of visual groups of phonemes (visemes) using PocketSphinx [13] . Finally, we synchronously play the audio and drive the avatar using the phoneme presets to achieve a simple lip syncing example of a conversational agent. Python scripts for running this conversational agent are provided with the agent software.
Facial Expression Retargeting
In virtual embodied agent interactions, whether for conversation or not, expressions and head motions are important for creating a more natural and lifelike agent. Our next example shows how expressive faces can be generated. We provide two interfaces for driving the expressions of the avatar (see Figure 3 ), one using bone controls and the other using the FACS presets. In both cases, we utilize existing deep learning based frameworks to perform the expression transfer i.e., synthesizing the avatar's face with the expressions of a human subject in the input video. This creates the effect of facial expression mimicry. We provide scripts and a FACSbased trained model for systematically generating faces. The facial expressions on the avatar can be synthesized as follows:
Expression Synthesis via Facial Action Units. We describe an end-to-end pipeline to retarget a human's facial expression to the avatar's face using facial action unit controls as shown in Figure 3 (A) . The pipeline utilizes a webcam attached to the computer and processes the video frames. First, we detect the face in the input video. We use an open source HoG-based face detector [15] . Next, we analyze the facial region of interest (ROI), defined by the face detection bounding box, using the Facial Action Unit Recognizer. The output from the Action Unit Recognizer is used to synthesize the expressions on the avatar's face by the Expression Synthesizer.
Facial Action Unit Recognizer. We trained a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [10] on a large facial expression dataset [6] for recognizing 12 facial action units - 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 17, 20, 25, 26 ( refer to Table 1 for descriptions) and 43 (Eyes Closed). The Action Unit Recognizer returns a 12-dimensional feature vector representing the probability of each action unit. The model was trained using PyTorch [20] to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss with an average F1score of 0.78. More details about the training and evaluation of the model can be found in [16] . Alternatively, the avatar could be used with an off-the-shelf FACS AU detection SDK, such as [19] . Expression Synthesizer. We use the facial action unit probability scores from the Facial Action Unit Recognizer to control the avatar's facial action controls and mimic the human facial expressions. The raw probability scores can be used directly to drive the actions, or these values can be smoothed or rounded first. Python scripts for running the expression synthesis via facial action units are provided with the agent software along with the trained Action Unit Recognizer model.
Expression Synthesis via Bone Position Controls.
We describe an end-to-end pipeline to retarget a human's facial expression to the avatar's face using the bone position controls as shown in Figure 3 (B) . As with the previous approach face detection is first performed on the input video and the bounding box used to define the ROI. We then use a multi-stage deep learning system ExprGen [1] to retarget facial expressions from the human to the avatar. The pipeline takes 2D images of human facial expressions as input and generates 3D parameters of the avatar. We have two separate components in our pipeline: Human to Primary Character expression transfer and Primary Character to Avatar expression transfer.
Human to Primary Character transfer. The 3D-CNN produces parameters for a human to a primary character expression transfer in 3D including both perceptual and geometric similarity as shown on 'Ray' character in Figure 3 (B) (middle).
Primary Character to Avatar transfer. We trained a Character Multi-layer Perceptron (C-MLP) to transfer the expression of the primary character to the avatar. The C-MLP was trained to minimize the mean square error loss between the primary character parameters and the avatar parameters. More details about training the model can be found in [1, 2] .
Some of the limitations of our work are: The intensity of FACS action units is not validated, and the synthesis of composite facial expressions using multiple facial action units along with phoneme based lip syncing is currently rule-based and not validated for expression clarity. When using the avatar as a conversational agent along with expression retargeting, it can result in implausible facial movement due to the conflict between lip syncing controls and expression controls. To avoid such a scenario, we control the expressiveness of the avatar's upper face only (above the mouth) while lip syncing. However, the avatar allows for exploration of more advanced solutions to this problem. In future research, we can use the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and/or perceptual studies to evaluate the intensity of the retargeted avatar facial expression.
ACCESS AND CITATION
The avatar is available for distribution to researchers online. The avatar, code, models and software information can be found at https://github.com/danmcduff/AvatarSim. The software is released under the MIT license and a responsible AI license 1 . This allows the use of the software without restriction, including without limiting rights to use, copy or modify it, with the exception of a set of explicit applications. If you find this software helpful or use it in research, please cite this paper. Citation information can be found on the GITHUB page.
CONCLUSION
We present an open high-fidelity embodied avatar with bone, action unit, and phoneme controls. We release code and models to illustrate how the avatar can be controlled like a puppet, via expression retargeting or used to create a simple conversational agent using public APIs. We hope that this resource enables researchers to advance the state of the art in high-fidelity embodied virtual agents. Contributions to the code repository are welcomed.
